Industrial Lubricants
Superior formulations providing maximum protection for machinery and equipment in the harshest operating conditions

Protecting Your Investment

Internationally Approved Extended Life
Since 1975 Anglomoil has been manufacturing
premium lubricants renowned for their

Extreme Pressure (EP)
formulations

scientific innovation, outstanding performance

High wear resistance

in arduous operating conditions and cost saving
longevity. The Anglomoil Industrial range is

Perform in extreme
hot/cold conditions

based on exclusive formulations using

Excellent water resistance

world-best ingredients and special additives

Improved bearing
& gear set protection

which meet and exceed OEM standards.

Thermal stability
Anglomoil is The Complete Industrial

High chemical stability

Machinery & Equipment Solution for fixed
and mobile assets including compressors,

Minimise deposits
& contamination

pumps, turbines, hydraulic systems, gear sets,

Corrosion protection

bearings, chain drives, recirculating oil systems

Foam control

and pneumatic tools.

Improve cooling
Longer drain intervals
Reduced oil costs

Hydraulic Oils
AW Hydraulic Oil
High quality Group 2 oil provides
outstanding wear resistance. ISO 32, 46, 68.
Hydraulic BIO-FR
Biodegradable and Fire-resistant Synthetic,
Organic Ester Based Hydraulic Oil. ISO 46, 68.
HVI Hydraulic Oil
Supreme performance in extremely high
and low (sub zero) operating temperatures.
ISO 5, 32, 46, 68, and 100.
Hydraulic ZF
Advanced ash less technology for high
performance in severe conditions.
ISO 32, 46, 68, 100 & 150.

Premium Hydraulic Oil
High performance zinc anti-wear additives.
ISO 12,32,46,68,100,150 & 220.
Synthetic Hydraulic Oil
Synthetic base provides high chemical
stability for ultra long service life.
ISO 32, 46 & 68.

Machine & Industrial
Gear Oils
Gear M
Extreme Pressure (EP) mineral based oils
enhanced with molybdenum disulphide for
handling extreme loads. ISO 220, 320, 460
& 680.

Indsyn EP Gear Oil
High performance synthetic provides
Micropitting protection in extreme
temperatures and heavy load conditions.
ISO 150, 220, 460 & 680.
Indsyn Gear Oil
Features synthetic Poly Alpha Olefin base
and special additives.
ISO 32, 100 , 150, 220, 320, 460 & 680.
Machine Oil
High viscosity EP sulphur-phosphorous
agents for high load protection.
ISO 22, 68, 100, 150, 220, 320, 460 & 680.

Extreme Performance Value For Money
Compressor Lubricants
BIO PAG CL ISO 46
A Rapidly Biodegradable, Synthetic
polyalkylene glycol (PAG)and polyol ester
compressor oil.
Compressor S/R
Mineral based for rotary screw compressors,
turbines, hydraulic systems. Provides up to
4000 hours service life. ISO 46, 68 & 100.
Compressor H/R
Ash-less Mineral based lubricant for Piston
and hydrovane Compressors.
ISO 100 & 150.
Rotary Synthetic Compressor Oil
(RCO 46 & 68)
Synthentic hydrocarbon Poly Alpha
Olefin base Provides up to 8000 or more
hours of service life; for rotary axial flow
compressors. ISO 46 & 68.

Specialty Oils &
Lubricants
Air Line Lubricant
Lubricate and cools pneumatic tools.
ISO 22.
Chain Oil
Premium mineral base oil formulation
protects conveyor chains and chainsaw
chain, bar and sprocket in extreme
work conditions.
Circoil
Long lasting lubrication for circulating
bearings; excels in extreme conditions such
as water contamination. ISO 150 & 460.
Corcoil NTRM
Extra heavy duty formulation for circulating
bearings in heavy load conditions.
ISO 150, 220, 320 & 460.
DW Fluid
Solvent based protection barrier; displaces
moisture and prevents corrosion.
Heatrans Oil
Mineral base oil with advanced additives
provides protection in high temperature
continuous heat transfer conditions.
ISO 32 & 100.
Mould Release Oil
Low viscosity release agent for various
materials (steel, concrete, clay and wood).
Rock Drill Oil
Combination of selected mineral oils,
emulsifiers and tack additives with a
corrosion inhibitor. ISO 100 & 320.

Greases
Impactor Grease
No. 1.5 NLGI Grease with calcium sulphonate
base and part synthetic base oils. Contains
molybdenum disulphide and graphite to
enhance the load carrying properties.
Uniplex Grease
No. 2 NLGI grease with calcium sulphonate
complex soap base.
High load carrying capacity, excellent
resistance to water and corrosion.
(Also Available in NLGI 1)
G-2163 Grease
No.2 NLGI marine service and industrial
grease built upon calcium sulphonate
complex base and high viscosity base oil.
G-2163 is ideal for severe industrial
applications, eg. pulp mills, steel mills and
as marine deck grease.
Angloplex Grease NLGI 2
Premium multi purpose lithium complex
lubricating grease.
Ep 0 & 00 Grease
Lithium 12 hydroxy lubricating grease
formulated with the highest quality base
oils available.
Fortified with rust and oxidation inhibitors
as well as extreme pressure additives.
Wire Rope Lubricant
High Viscosity, high temperature wire
rope-cable lubricant. Calcium sulphonate
technology provides against corrosion
and wear.
Robotic 00
Anglomoil Robotic Grease is a technically
superior lubricant, combining the
properties of calcium sulphonate,
synthetic base oils and enhanced by
the low friction characteristics of PTFE
(polytretrafluorethylene).

Food Grade
Machinery Lubricants
Available at
www.anglomoil.com

Instant Information

Engineering Excellence Since 1975

Four convenient ways in which you can
learn more about the right Anglomoil
products for your application.

A 100% Australian owned and operated company,

1. Go to the Anglomoil Lube Guide

Anglomoil recognised throughout the lubricant industry
as a manufacturer of exceptionally high quality,

2. Technical Data Sheet (TDS)

	A downloadable-printable data sheet is
available with every product on the 		
Anglomoil website

high performance and no-compromise products.
Our products are blend in our state of the art

3. Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
	A downloadable-printable data sheet is
available with every product on the
Anglomoil website

production plant in Sydney and used across Australia,
New Zealand and Asia.

“

Our philosophy is one of
“total excellence in all we do.”
so that we can Protect Your Investment
We Have Never Had A Problem With Their Products
PremiAir Hire has hundreds of compressors and since
we began using Anglomoil not one service manager
has rung through with a problem. To not hear a single
comment in all this time is outstanding. The Anglomoil
food grade oil is obviously a higher end application
with very strict benchmarks to meet. We have not had
any issues, it works faultlessly for all of our food grade
customers. We use the Anglomoil RCO in our high
powered machines which operate at higher pressures
and with higher temperatures. The whole fleet is
running fine and has not had any problems. The added
bonus is that the Anglomoil products are competitive
on price and when it comes to after sales service the
team from Anglomoil are always keen to provide advice.
They have a very effective distribution service for orders
going to any of our 13 depots in Australia.
We couldn’t be happier.
PremiAir Hire

”

www.anglomoil.com
and click on the Lube Guide button

“

4. info@anglomoil.com
	Simply send an email to the Sales Support
Department at head office with your request
or contact your local distributor
We service a wide range of companies across regional
New South Wales in mining, quarrying, timber
logging, food manufacturing and other industries.
The common result we see in all of them is that
Anglomoil lubricants have substantially reduced their
operating costs. Some of the savings are as much
as 75% which is unheard of in these industries.
This is because Anglomoil’s synthetic gear oils, engine
and transmission oils, hydraulic lubricants, greases
and other products are far superior to the rest. Our
customers use a lot less than before, their equipment
operates more efficiently and they experience
very little down time. It is so important to select
the right lubricant for the job - even if it means
paying a bit more upfront. You end up using less and
the savings far outright the cost difference. As it is,
Anglomoil’s products are very well priced against the
others. Anglomoil is very good at reducing the cost of
ownership no matter what business you are in.
Toucan Industrial

”

